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Summary
The current Helsingborg - Blekinge feasibility study is part of a sub-project in the EUfinanced East West Transport Corridor II project (EWTCII). The feasibility study is one of
two sub-reports for task 4G - Helsingborg-Blekinge Railway Improvement.
The objective of the study is to identify and analyse implementable alternative solutions to
be able to run one freight train per hour and in either direction or one freight train every two
hours and in either direction on both of the lines. The feasibility study also shows
Skånebanan’s connection to Södra Stambanan and the capacity at the Hässleholm, Åstorp
and Ramlösa junctions.
The feasibility study performs a general analysis of the possibility of operating freight
trains on the whole of the Helsingborg - Karlskrona section. The lines that are primarily
affected in the analysis are Skånebanan between Helsingborg and Kristianstad and the
Blekinge kustbana between Kristianstad and Karlskrona.

Figure 1. Overview map of Skåne / Blekinge (Skånebanan between Helsingborg and
Kristianstad is marked in red and the Blekinge kustbana between Kristianstad and
Karlskrona is marked in blue)
A number of measures need to be carried out, including several new passing loops, as a
basis for the traffic management calculations.
In the current feasibility study, timetables have been analysed and capacities have been
calculated. Different variations running commuter trains to both Karlshamn and Karlskrona
have been studied. A rough cost estimate has been made for each proposed measure.
Calculating the capacity utilisation on the lines gives an assessment of the possibility of
fulfilling the project objective. On a single-track line, it is primarily the distance between
places where trains can pass one another that dimensions the line’s capacity.
The train service can often be timetabled even if the capacity utilisation is very high.
However, for the capacity utilisation to be at a level where the traffic can proceed without
too great a level of interference sensitivity, a number of measures need to be executed on
Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana.
The sections that will primarily have a very high capacity utilisation and a need for capacity
increasing measures are between Hässleholm and Kristianstad and Kristianstad and
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Karlshamn. With a commuter train system extended to Karlskrona, the whole of the
Blekinge kustbana will have a very high capacity utilisation.
Skånebanan, Helsingborg – Hässleholm
Freight trains every two hours on the Helsingborg-Hässleholm section may be possible
without any direct measures being required apart from the conditions that have been
presumed.
Hourly freight trains can operate at the majority of station sections without the capacity
utilisation becoming far too high. In order to be able to timetable the freight trains and
achieve the capacity objective on all sections, however, the following measures are
recommended:
 New Klippan-Hyllstofta passing loop, cost around 55-90 MSEK
 Extension of the Kvidinge passing loop, cost around 18-26 MSEK
Skånebanan, Hässleholm – Kristianstad
Owing to the high capacity utilisation between Hässleholm and Kristianstad, it is advocated
that the following measures be implemented in order to avoid traffic that is too sensitive to
disruption:
Freight trains every two hours:
 New passing loop between Hässleholm and Attarp, cost around 55-90 MSEK
 New passing loop between Vinslöv and Önnestad, cost around 55-90 MSEK
(alternatively - Partial Vinslöv-Önnestad double track, cost around 315-455
MSEK)
 Partial double track out of Kristianstad, cost around 41-60 MSEK
Hourly freight trains:
 Hässleholm-Kristianstad double track extension: cost around 1305 MSEK - 1885
MSEK
Blekinge kustbana, Kristianstad – Karlskrona
There is a much greater difference between the number of measures required with traffic
every two hours or hourly traffic on the Blekinge kustbana than on Skånebanan. Hourly
freight trains and extended commuter trains to Karlskrona would mean that a greater
number of measures were required.
With an extended commuter train system to Karlshamn and freight trains every two hours,
it is recommended that new passing loops be built between Bräkne-Hoby and Ronneby (or
a triple track station at Nättraby) and between Sölvesborg and Sandbäck to be able to
timetable the trains and to fulfil capacity the objective, cost around 105-180 MSEK.
With hourly freight trains, it is recommended that new passing loops be built at 9 station
sections where capacity utilisation is very high, cost around 495-810 MSEK. An
alternative is a complete double track expansion along the whole section.
With a commuter train system extended to Karlskrona and freight trains every two hours, it
is recommended that 5 new passing loops be built on the Sölvesborg - Sandbäck,
Ångsågsmossen - Bräkne-Hoby, Bräkne-Hoby - Ronneby, Ronneby - Nättraby and
Nättraby - Karlskrona sections be able to timetable the trains and fulfil capacity the
objective, cost around 275-450 MSEK.
With hourly freight trains it is recommended that new passing loops be built on all
subsections, cost around 605-990 MSEK. An alternative is a complete double track
expansion along the whole section.
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Introduction
Background
The Helsingborg - Blekinge feasibility study is part of a sub-project in the EU-financed
East West Transport Corridor II project (EWTCII). The aim of East West Transport
Corridor II is to strengthen sustainable economic growth and support more environmentally
friendly handling of the increasing quantities of goods being transported along the corridor
in an east-west direction. The East West Transport Corridor II project was started in
September 2009 and will be ongoing until September 2012.
The current feasibility study is part of Workpackage 4 - Business Opportunities in Railway
Transports. The feasibility study is one of two sub-reports for task 4G - HelsingborgBlekinge Railway Improvement. The first sub-report “The Hässleholm - Kristianstad
railway, increase in capacity” was presented during 2010.
The feasibility study takes a comprehensive look at the capacity situation and traffic
management possibilities along the whole corridor between Helsingborg and Blekinge.
The Swedish Transport Administration has commissioned the feasibility study along with
Region Skåne. The Swedish Transport Administration’s project manager is Eva Lindborg.
The feasibility study has been executed by Tyréns AB with Johan Meurling as mentor and
Martin Jiwestam as assignment manager and responsible investigator. Martin Jiwestam was
also responsible for the report. Costs were calculated by Sven Linde. The responsible
reviewer is Peter Andersson.
The project has a reference group with Thomas Ney, Region Skåne; Anders Wiberg,
Karlshamns Hamn; Gunnar Fastén, Netport. Tore Edbring, Robert Beyhammar, Ingrid
Nilsson, Alain Allouko, Johan Mattisson and Carl-Magnus Persson from the Swedish
Transport Administration also assisted with traffic management and technical matters.

Aims and objectives
The overall objective of the feasibility study is to highlight the way in which a possible
future increase in demand for operating freight trains along the section between Helsingborg
and Blekinge can be accommodated with minor infrastructure measures in the first instance.
The objective of the study is to identify and analyse feasible alternative solutions to be able
to operate one freight train passing per hour and in either direction or one freight train
passing every two hours and in either direction on the Blekinge kustbana and
Skånebanan. The feasibility study will also highlight Skånebanan’s connection to Södra
Stambanan in a northerly direction and the capacity at the Hässleholm, Åstorp and Ramlösa
junctions.
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Delimitation
The feasibility study performs a general analysis of the possibility of operating freight
trains on the whole of the Helsingborg - Karlskrona section. The lines that are primarily
affected in the analysis are Skånebanan between Helsingborg and Kristianstad and the
Blekinge kustbana between Kristianstad and Karlskrona.
The feasibility study describes the future passenger trains as a condition for the freight
trains. On the other hand, no forecast is made of the development of the freight trains or any
change to starting points and end points. The starting point for the traffic management
analysis is the number of freight trains that are stated in the mission statement.
The feasibility study does not give an account of possibilities of operating the freight trains
by replacing timetabled passenger trains with freight trains.

Transport policy objective
The overall objective of the Swedish transport policy is to ensure a long-term sustainable
and socioeconomically efficient transport system for citizens and trade and industry
throughout Sweden. Under the umbrella objective, the government has also established
functional objectives and socially beneficial objectives with a number of prioritised areas.
The functional objective
The functional objective is a matter of creating availability for journeys and means of
transport. The design, function and use of the transport system must help to provide
everyone with good quality, useful fundamental availability while contributing to the
development force throughout Sweden. At the same time, the transport system must be
geared towards equality, i.e. pay equal attention to the transportation needs of both women
and men.
The socially beneficial objective
The socially beneficial objective concerns safety, environment and health. These are
important aspects that a sustainable transport system must take into account. The design,
function and use of the transport system must be adapted so that no-one will be killed or
seriously injured. It must also assist with the achievement of the environmental quality
targets and better health.
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The four step principle
The Swedish Transport Administration will analyse measures in accordance with what is
known as the four step principle.
The four steps are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Measures that may influence the need for transport and choice of mode of
transport
Measures that lead to a more efficient utilisation of the existing infrastructure and
vehicles
Limited conversion measures.
New investments and major conversion measures.

The objective of the four step principle is to ensure that different ways of addressing a need
or solving a problem are tried before a decision is made regarding major conversion
measures and new investments.
Step 1 covers things such as regulation, influence and information to have an influence on
the need for transport or to change over to safer or more environmentally friendly means of
transport.
The current study describes the need for transport, but other measures in accordance with
step 1 have not been analysed.
Step 2 involves rationalisation measures without measures being undertaken to the
infrastructure. This step may be relevant when planning measures for the railway. For
example, vehicles with better performance and characteristics may mean that there is less of
a need to expand the capacity of a major railway system.
Step 3 involves limited measures to the existing infrastructure such as measures in the
signalling system, replacing tracks and points for greater speeds, etc.
Step 4 involves major measures such as a double track extension, which should be
considered only when it has been clarified that the objective cannot be achieved by means
of limited measures.
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Previous studies
This chapter presents a compilation of the previous studies that have been considered to be
the most relevant to the feasibility study:

Figure 2. Map of previous studies along Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana.

Feasibility study / Railway plan, passing loops on Skånebanan at Ättekulla (1)
In 2009-2010, the Swedish Transport Administration carried out a feasibility study with a
subsequent railway plan for the purpose of building a new passing loop by Ättekulla east of
Ramlösa. The passing loop will increase the flexibility and improve punctuality and be
beneficial to both the passenger trains and the freight trains. The possibility of adapting
Skånebanan’s traffic to available paths on Västkustbanan will improve.

Conversion of Åstorp railway station, study in the feasibility study stage (2)
In 2008, the Swedish Transport Administration (formerly known as the Swedish National
Rail Administration) carried out a study for the purpose of converting Åstorp railway
station to provide better conditions for the train services and the passengers.
Five main alternatives for the conversion of Åstorp railway station were produced and three
of these alternatives were studied in more detail. Following the completion of the analysis
and consultation, alternative 4 was thought to be the most suitable alternative. This
alternative means that the railway station will have three platforms that can accommodate
trains that are 250 m in length and that platform 2 will be widened from around 5 m to
around 9 m. The alternative also means that a 720 m separate arrival / departure track will
be created for local freight trains.
Track number in brackets is the currently valid track number.
Since one track has been removed, tracks 3-7 have been given new
track numbers.
Existing track
New track and switches
Removed tracks
Unused tracks
Slewed track

Figure 3. Picture of alternative 4. Source: Feasibility study, Conversion of Åstorp railway
station.
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Capacity analys Skåne, identification of bottlenecks in the railway system (3)
In 2006, the Swedish Transport Administration (formerly known as the Swedish National
Rail Administration) carried out a capacity study to identify and describe the bottlenecks
that could arise before and after the City Tunnel was opened and the tunnels through
Hallandsås. Before the tunnels were completed, the single-track section from Åstorp into
Helsingborg was thought to have major capacity problems.
It was thought that the capacity problems would further deteriorate in towards Helsingborg
after the tunnels through Hallandsås were opened.

Adaptation of Hässleholm - Helsingborg on Skånebanan to 160 km/h, study in
feasibility study stage (4)
The study from 2008 shows that the Swedish Transport Administration (formerly known as
the Swedish National Rail Administration) made a decision to continue with system
handling for study alternative 2. The alternative involves measures on the whole of the
section to optimise the line’s geometry and adaptation of the speed to 160 km/h.
According to the report, the measures, including track replacement and catenary measures,
would shorten the travel times between Hässleholm and Helsingborg by 9 minutes.

Capacity Study Hässleholm-Kristianstad (5)
The Capacity Study from December 2010 was the first sub-report in “Task 4G Helsingborg-Blekinge Railway Improvement”. The objective of the Capacity Study was to
examine various measures to provide for the traffic need on the railway between
Hässleholm and Kristianstad.
On the basis of having weighed up the costs of the measures and fulfilment of objectives,
the Swedish Transport Administration’s opinion was that the following measures ought to
be implemented:




Greater speed through Vinslöv station.
Triple train passing loop in Önnestad combined with intermediate block signals.
New and moved main dwarf signals at Kristianstad C.

If only a high objective were to be fulfilled, the following measures are recommended:




New passing loops between Hässleholm and Attarp.
Double track out of Kristianstad.
New platform track at Kristianstad C.

The Kristianstad - south-western Skåne diagonal, Concept Study (6)
A concept study was produced in 2005 to examine the conditions for a new railway
between south-western and north-eastern Skåne. The study studied traffic management,
alternative physical corridors, connection points and station positions. The main objective
of the so-called “Diagonal” was to shorten the travel times and thereby increase the train
service’s share of the total travel. Another objective was to create a possibility for more
people to utilise the railway by opening new stations. According to the study, these
measures would cooperate to give south-western and north-eastern Skåne a more united
housing and labour market.
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Feasibility Study / Railway Plan, New regional train station in Önnestad (7)
In 2011, the Swedish Transport Administration decided to continue with the planning from
the feasibility study for the railway plan concerning a new regional train station in
Önnestad. The alternative that is advocated involves building a new short passing loop in
Önnestad where the plan is to have two 160 meters-long platforms that can be extended to
250 meters. Today, there is already an existing passing loop just over one km west of
central Önnestad which therefore makes it possible for three trains to converge at Önnestad
at the same time.

Feasibility Study / Railway Plan, New regional train station in Fjälkinge (8)
In 2011, the Swedish Transport Administration decided to continue with the planning from
the feasibility study for the railway plan concerning a new regional train station in
Fjälkinge. The alternative that is advocated involves retaining the existing passing loop as it
is today and laying a new shorter passing loop for 170 m-long regional trains with two 170
meters-long platforms at the old station building.
The alternative makes it possible for three trains to converge in Fjälkinge at the same time.

Feasibility Study, Sydostlänken, the Olofström - Blekinge kustbana (9)
In 2007, a feasibility study, the Olofström-Blekinge kustbana section, was completed for
what is known as Sydostlänken (the South East Link). Sydostlänken refers to a railway that
runs all the way between Södra Stambanan and the Blekinge kustbana through Olofström.
Sydostlänken is a project that may increase the capacity of the system in south-eastern
Sweden. Sydostlänken would involve a more robust railway network and facilitate more
attractive and efficient railway traffic. Expanding Sydostlänken would help to relieve some
of the pressure on the heavily-used Södra Stambanan.
The feasibility study presented conceivable sections for the railway which are currently
being further examined in a railway study of the Olofström - Blekinge kustbana section and
a feasibility study of the Älmhult and Olofström section. A system analysis is
simultaneously taking place where Sydostlänken’s effects on the railway infrastructure in
south-eastern Sweden are being studied.

Feasibility Study / Railway Plan for a new passing loop between Karlshamn
and Bräkne-Hoby (Ångsågsmossen) (10)
Between 2009 and 2011, the Swedish Transport Administration carried out a feasibility
study with a subsequent railway plan for the purpose of building a new passing loop
between Karlshamn and Bräkne-Hoby (Ångsågsmossen). A new passing loop would
increase the capacity and reduce the travel times.
The new passing loop would involve moving the points where passenger trains meet on the
Blekinge kustbana to Sölvesborg to the passing loop at Ångsågsmossen and to the passing
loop at Nättraby.

Ronneby-Märserum, new line section on the Blekinge kustbana, PM (11)
A proposal for a new line section between Ronneby and Märserum was produced before the
1998-2007 county plan. On the Ronneby-Märserum section, the Blekinge kustbana makes a
major detour via Kallinge and Bräkne-Hoby. The objective of the new line section would
be to reduce the travel time thanks to a faster speed and a straighter line. The new line
section largely follows the E22. According to the proposal, the travel time between
Kristianstad and Karlskrona could be reduced by around 9 minutes.
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Half-hourly traffic on the Blekinge kustbana, PM (12)
A PM was produced by the Swedish Transport Administration in November 2010 that
described the possibilities of running passenger trains every half an hour on the Blekinge
kustbana.
According to the study, half-hourly trains on the Blekinge kustbana would, among other
things, require a new passing loop at Kallinge and speed-increasing measures between
Ångsågsmossen and Kallinge. In order to be able to combine the passenger train set-up
with freight trains, it would be necessary to position passenger trains in the places where
you wanted to transport goods east of Karlshamn. The investments and measures that
would otherwise be required were considered to be unjustified for individual freight trains.

System analysis for south-eastern Sweden with emphasis on freight trains
A system analysis was produced in 2008 to supplement the decision basis for
continuing the work with Sydostlänken. The objective of the system analysis was
to obtain an adequate basis on which to be able to make a decision on continuing
the study work for a long-term improvement in the goods transportation
availability in the region in general and in particular to Blekinge’s harbours. Of the
system alternatives studied, the alternatives involving an expansion of
Sydostlänken were judged to the alternatives that best provided for the
requirements regarding efficiency and a long-term sustainable transport system.
Investigation of capacity in the Swedish railway system– suggested solutions
for the years 2012-2021
The Swedish Transport Administration has been tasked by the Swedish government to
examine the need for greater capacity on the railway up until 2050. The objective of the
sub-report for 2012-2021 is to propose supplements to the National Plan to increase the
robustness and the capacity of the railway system. Among other things, the report shows
that goods transportation on railways in 2010 amounted to approx. 22 billion goods tonne
kilometres, which is an increase of approx. 20 per cent since 1997.
On Skånebanan, Ramlösa is described as a critical point where Västkustbanan, Skånebanan
and Rååbanan meet. The Hässleholm-Kristianstad section is considered to constitute an
acute bottleneck that will be Sweden’s most used single-track section in 2015. According to
the study, the Åstorp-Helsingborg section will also be highly used.
An increase in commuter trains to Karlshamn on the Blekinge kustbana is planned for
2013-2014. The Blekinge kustbana has a longer distance between the passing loops than on
Skånebanan which, according to the study, will create some capacity problems.
Blekingetrafiken’s desire for an extension to Karlskrona is thought to be difficult to provide
for without several passing loops.
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Conditions
This chapter describes conditions for the traffic management analysis and existing
infrastructure, planned investments, existing and future traffic management and current
capacity situation pm Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana.

Existing infrastructure
Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana are parts of a larger network of lines in southern
Sweden.

Figure 4. Railways in southern Sweden.
Both Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana are fully equipped with a block system, ATC
and remote control. Both of the lines currently have gauge A (the horizontal and vertical
space within which vehicle and load must be accommodated).
The bearing capacity of a line is given by the greatest permitted axle load (STAX) and the
greatest permitted wagon load per metre (STVM). Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana
permit STAX of 22.5 tonnes and STVM of 6.4 tonnes per m, which is standard for most
lines in Sweden. The maximum permitted wagon load with an Rc electric locomotive is
1400 tonnes on Skånebanan and 1000-1200 tonnes on the Blekinge kustbana. Skånebanan
has relatively minor slopes while the Blekinge kustbana has several sections with steep
slopes. For newly-built lines running freight trains, the slope should not exceed 10 per
mille.
The Swedish Transport Administration indicates lines and major structures that are deemed
to be of national interest for communication purposes. Both Skånebanan and the Blekinge
kustbana are classed as being of national interest. The description shows the following:
“Skånebanan runs between Helsingborg and Kristianstad and links Västkustbanan, Södra
Stambanan and the Blekinge kustbana and is thereby of inter-regional importance”.
“The Blekinge kustbana runs between Kristianstad and Karlskrona. The line is important
for the freight trains”.
Along with the Swedish National Administration of Shipping and Navigation and relevant
county administrative boards, the Swedish Transport Administration has specified the
national interest for a number of harbours. Along Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana,
Helsingborg harbour, Åhus harbour, Sölvesborg harbour, Karlshamn harbour and
Karlskrona harbour have been designated as harbours that are of national interest.
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Skånebanan, Helsingborg – Hässleholm section
The Helsingborg-Hässleholm section is 72 km long and constitutes a part of Skånebanan
between Helsingborg and Kristianstad. The maximum permitted speed is currently 130
km/h, although parts of the section do have a lower speed.
Between Helsingborg (Ramlösa) and Hässleholm, there are currently 12 places for trains to
meet. These are Påarp, Mörarp, Bjuv, Åstorp, Kärreberga, Kvidinge, Klippan, Hyllstofta,
Perstorp, Västra Torup, Tyringe and Finja. Of these, 7 passing loops are used for
passengers who are boarding (see figure 5).

Figure 5. Skånebanan between Helsingborg and Hässleholm. Passing loops where
passengers do not change are marked in blue.
There is simultaneous entry at all stations along the section apart from the passing loop at
Kvidinge, although the latter will be equipped with simultaneous entry in the near future.
Simultaneous entry means that two trains can pull into a station simultaneously and
independently of one another.
The distance between the stations on the section varies between 3 and 10 km. There are
only a few shorter slopes on the section that are over 10 per mille.
Skånebanan functions as a cross link between eastern and western Skåne. Over the past few
years, a number of measures have been executed on the line. Several switches have been
changed with adaptations of the signalling system to permit greater speed in and out of the
diverging tracks. A number of platform conversions have taken place in what is nicknamed
the 50-11 project to enable the accommodation of longer passenger trains. At Klippan, an
additional track has been converted to enable the accommodation of passenger and freight
trains that are passing through.
Skånebanan, Hässleholm – Kristianstad section
The just over 30 km-long section between Hässleholm and Kristianstad has 4 places to
receive trains. These are Attarp, Vinslöv, Önnestad and Karpalund. Of these, only Vinslöv
currently has the possibility of boarding. It is estimated that there will be a train stoppage at
Önnestad by 2013. All stations have simultaneous entry. The distance between the stations
varies between 4 and 6 km.
The maximum permitted speed is 160 km/h except for through Vinslöv, where the speed is
reduced to 140 km/h and on the Karpalund to Kristianstad section where the speed is 120
km/h.
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The section has no slopes over 10 per mille.

Figure 6. Skånebanan between Hässleholm and Kristianstad and the Blekinge kustbana line
between Kristianstad and Karlskrona. Passing loops without passengers boarding are
marked in blue.
Blekinge kustbana, Kristianstad – Karlskrona
On the Blekinge kustbana line between Kristianstad and Karlskrona, there are currently 10
places where trains can pass one another. These are Kristianstad goods station, Fjälkinge,
Bromölla, Sölvesborg, Sandbäck, Mörrum, Karlshamn, Bräkne-Hoby, Ronneby and
Nättraby. 6 of these are used for passengers to change (see Figure 6). It is estimated that
there will be a train stoppage at Fjälkinge in 2013-2014. Passengers also change at Bergåsa
(in the northern section of Karlskrona), although trains are unable to pass one another there.
There is simultaneous entry at all stations along the section except for at the old station in
Bromölla. The distance between the passing loops varies between 8 and 21 km. The whole
line is around 129 km long. The maximum permitted speed is 160 km/h but several parts of
the section have a lower speed.
The Blekinge kustbana has several slopes of between 15 and 20 per mille. There are longer
sections with slopes of around 17 per mille primarily on the Ronneby-Nättraby section.
The Blekinge kustbana was electrified in 2005-2007.1n connection with the electrification,
the track was lowered in 12 places and 5 bridges and 5 railway stations were converted.

Figure 7. Blekinge kustbana between Karlshamn and Bräkne-Hoby.
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The following table shows the places between Helsingborg (Ramlösa) and Karlskrona
where trains can pass one another:
Distance between the

Railroad tracks

Obstacle-free

passing loops (km)

(number)

length (m)

Påarp

9,0

2

670

Mörarp

4,9

2

616

Bjuv

4,1

2

666

Åstorp*

6,2

4

267-369

Kärreberga

2,2

2

659

Passing loop

Kvidinge

3,9

2

242

Klippan

5,3

3

836-882

Hyllstofta

9,7

2

652

Perstorp

7,2

2

651

Västra Torup

7,0

2

691

Tyringe

6,0

2

639

Finja

6,5

2

639

Hässleholm*

5,2

4

195-550

Attarp

6,3

2

755

Vinslöv

5,6

2

700

Önnestad

7,6

2

754

Karpalund

5,9

2

659

Kristianstad (godsbangård)*

4,0

3

675-681

Fjälkinge

9,4

2

788

Bromölla*

12,1

3

506-602

Sölvesborg

7,7

3

364-477

Sandbäck

13,7

2

750

Mörrum

8,6

2

244

Karlshamn*

8,8

3

476-657

Bräkne-Hoby

21,2

2

466

Ronneby

16,9

3

357-444

Nättraby

17,5

2

494

Table 1. Existing passing loops on Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana.
*There are additional railroad tracks but these cannot be used for trains to pass one another
on Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana, plus the tracks are not electrified.
The following chapter shows a number of new passing loops that it is assumed can be used
in the traffic management analysis as well as the existing ones.
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Planned investments
The following investments will need to have been carried out by 2020 and will thereby
have formed the basis for the traffic management calculations:


Passing loops east of Ramlösa (Ättekulla)
A new passing loop to be built that can accommodate 750 m-long trains.



Equipping of Skånebanan, Helsingborg - Hässleholm
On the Klippan - Hässleholm section of Skånebanan, rails, switches and sleepers
are being replaced. The whole catenary system for the Åstorp - Hässleholm section
is being replaced.
The speed is being adapted to a maximum of 160 km per hour from the current
130 km per hour along the whole of the section between Helsingborg and
Hässleholm. It is being increased by means of converting or removing
intersections, through measures on the line and through track adjustments.



Önnestad regional train station
A new passing loop is being built which allows room for 250 m-long trains
approaching simultaneously. Along with the existing passing loop, this makes it
possible for three trains to meet.



Fjälkinge regional train station
A new passing loop is being built which allows room for 170 m-long trains
approaching simultaneously. Along with the existing passing loop, this makes it
possible for three trains to meet.



Ångsågsmossen passing loop (between Karlshamn and Bräkne-Hoby)
A new passing loop is being built with an obstacle-free length of 560 m.



Conversion of Kvidinge passing loop
Conversion for a stoppage so passengers can change and the introduction of
simultaneous entry.
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Existing passenger trains
The passenger trains on Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana constitute a part of a
complex regional traffic system that includes a large share of the train services throughout
southern Sweden and Denmark.
Skånebanan, Helsingborg – Hässleholm section
Skånebanan between Helsingborg and Hässleholm runs commuter trains with 1-2 trains per
hour and in either direction throughout the operating day. One train operates on the section
between Helsingborg and Hässleholm. The other train runs between Helsingborg and
Åstorp except for at peak hours when it continues to and from Kristianstad (see Figure 8).
Passenger trains currently normally pass one another in Påarp, Åstorp, Hyllstofta and
Tyringe.
Traffic, Dec 2011
Trains per hour in each direction
Öresund trains
Commuter / Regional trains
Only in rush hour traffic
Changed compared with previous

Figure 8. Passenger trains per hour and in either direction, Dec. 2011. Long-distance trains
are not shown in the picture. Source: Skånetrafiken’s 2037 Train Strategy.
Skånebanan, Hässleholm – Kristianstad section
As well as the commuter trains to and from Helsingborg during peak hours, the section is
also used by commuter trains from the south and Öresund trains that run all the way
between Denmark and Karlskrona.
Timetabled passenger trains meet at all four passing loops on the section.
Blekinge kustbana, Kristianstad – Karlskrona
The section between Kristianstad and Karlskrona is currently used by one Öresund train per
hour and each direction throughout the operating day.
Trains currently pass one another in Sölvesborg, Karlshamn and Ronneby. After the new
passing loop at Ångsågsmossen has been completed, the passing loops at Karlshamn and
Ronneby will be moved to Ångsågsmossen and Nättraby, which will also shorten the travel
time.
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Forecast passenger trains
In the current feasibility study, the future operation of passenger trains has been a condition
for the analysis. The traffic management analysis has been based on passenger train
forecasts for the year 2020. After 2020, the development of the passenger trains on both
Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana is very uncertain.
Skånetrafiken, which is an administrative body in Region Skåne, gives a forecast of the
future railway traffic development in the 2037 Train Strategy report. The traffic
management map in Figure 9 shows Skånetrafiken’s forecast before 2020 (02/11/2011
version).
Skånetrafiken’s forecast railway service tallies well with the Swedish Transport
Administration’s forecasts in Basic Forecast 2020. However, one difference is that in the
Swedish Transport Administration’s forecast, one additional train per hour and in either
direction is calculated to run on the Helsingborg-Åstorp section by 2020.

Traffic, Dec 2019
Trains per hour in each direction
Öresund trains
Commuter / Regional trains
Only in rush hour traffic
Changed compared with previous

Figure 9. Passenger trains per hour and in either direction, Dec. 2019. Long-distance trains
are not shown in the picture. Source: Skånetrafiken’s Train strategy for 2037.
Skånebanan, Helsingborg – Hässleholm
According to Skånetrafiken’s 2037 Train Strategy, the half-hourly commuter train service
will be retained until at least 2020. The only change will be that the commuter trains that
turn at Åstorp during off-peak hours will be extended to Klippan.
Skånebanan, Hässleholm – Kristianstad
Commuter trains from Helsingborg will operate on the Hässleholm - Kristianstad section
throughout the operating day as opposed to today where the trains run during peak hours
only. For commuter trains coming from the south, one additional train stop will be added at
Önnestad.
Blekinge kustbana, Kristianstad – Karlskrona
The commuter train system will be extended to Karlshamn with passengers boarding at
Fjälkinge, Bromölla, Sölvesborg and Mörrum. The train stoppage for the Öresund trains in
Mörrum will be scrapped.
Blekingetrafiken has expressed a desire for commuter trains to be extended all the way to
and from Karlskrona. Both variations have been studied in the traffic management analysis.
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Freight trains
The freight trains east and west of Hässleholm differ in that the main share of the service
west of Hässleholm is transit traffic. Local goods customers west of Hässleholm are in
Perstorp, Klippan and Åstorp. East of Hässleholm, the freight service has only local
destinations such as the harbours at Åhus, Sölvesborg and Karlshamn. Other major goods
customers east of Hässleholm are the paper mills in Nymölla and Mörrum.
The freight trains to and from Karlskrona have the option of using either the Blekinge
kustbana or the Kust till kust-banan. There is currently no plan to have freight trains on the
Blekinge kustbana east of Karlshamn. An increase in business with Central Europe and the
Baltic where the goods flows cross over Blekinge’s harbours may contribute to a greater
need for an improvement in the railway capacity on the Blekinge kustbana and Skånebanan.
The average values for the length and weight of the freight trains in 2009 were as follows:
Section

Average length

Average weight

Helsingborg - Hässleholm

380 m

800 tonnes

Hässleholm - Karlshamn

230 m

690 tonnes

Table 2. The average values for the length and weight of the freight trains in 2009.
The Karlskrona and Karlshamn harbours are what are known as TEN harbours and have
been designated as one of Sweden’s strategic harbour regions with particular importance to
Sweden’s transnational goods transportation. In Karlshamn, the plan is to build a new
goods station and combi terminal next to Stilleryd harbour.
The County plan for regional transport infrastructure for Blekinge, 2010- 2021 shows the
benefit of having a link between Södra Stambanan and the Blekinge kustbana through
Olofström, known as Sydostlänken. According to the county plan, Sydostlänken is a very
important railway for the freight trains and may also be very important to passenger
transport in the future.
The county plan shows the following:
“Sydostlänken facilitates rapid, environmentally friendly and intermodal goods
transportation to and from Eastern Europe and Asia and relieves some of the pressure on
the road and rail networks. Sydostlänken will increase the availability of the region and
neighbourly regions to the west”
The Regional transport infrastructure plan for Skåne 2010 - 2021 shows that the E22 along
with the Blekinge kustbana/Skånebanan constitutes one of the designated inter-regional
tracks.
According to the plan, an additional permanent connection over Öresund is needed based
on the anticipated traffic development on the Öresund Bridge. A permanent connection
between Helsingör and Helsingborg would help to relieve the pressure on the southern
Öresund region by taking transit traffic via northern Öresund.
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The following table shows the number of freight trains and passenger trains that operate on
the lines during a weekday in spring 2012.
Line

Skånebanan
Skånebanan
Skånebanan

Section
HässleholmKristianstad
HässleholmÅstorp
ÅstorpHelsingborg

Blekinge

Gullberna-

kustbana

Karlshamn

Blekinge

Karlshamn-

kustbana

Sölvesborg

Blekinge

Sölvesborg -

kustbana

Kristianstad

Freight
trains

Öresund
trains

6,4

39

Empty
trains

19
25,6

3

Commuter
trains

Total

59,6

105

57,8

76,8

81,6

110,2

36

36

2,4

36

38,4

4,4

39

2,8

46,2

Table 3. Number of trains on one weekday, spring 2012.
One freight train per hour and in either direction corresponds to around 36 trains per day.
One freight train every two hours and in either direction corresponds to around 18 trains per
day.

Power supply
The power supply is an important condition for the traffic. Generally speaking, the capacity
of the power supply system is very highly used. The catenary system’s transfer capacity is
also high utilised, which may limit the possibility of increasing the train service. The high
utilisation also makes the electrical power system vulnerable in some places and during
peak traffic periods.
According to the Swedish Transport Administration’s capacity report, Investigation of
capacity in the Swedish railway system– suggested solutions for the years 2012-2021, the
electrical power system needs to be strengthened in Skåne and Blekinge. The pressure in
these areas is on the edge of the electrical power’s capacity.

Figure 10. Power feed points for the Blekinge kustbana are at Emmaboda and Hässleholm
Power feed points for the Blekinge kustbana are at Emmaboda and Hässleholm. With the
power supply as it is at the moment, possibilities of increasing the freight trains on the
Blekinge kustbana are limited.
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The Swedish Transport Administration’s capacity assessment
Current capacity situation
The Swedish Transport Administration’s capacity report, Investigation of capacity in the
Swedish railway system– suggested solutions for the years 2012-2021, shows shortcomings
in the railway network linked to the capacity based on the current situation and a feasibility
assessment of the scope of the service.
The report shows that in Skåne and Blekinge, the capacity limitations are at their greatest
by the major cities of Malmö, Lund and Helsingborg. One of the most serious limitations is
on the Hässleholm-Lund-Malmö double track. Outside the major cities, the limitations are
all minor apart from the Hässleholm-Kristianstad section, which is considered to constitute
an acute bottleneck. Measured capacity limitations are an assessment based on capacity
utilisation, the demand for service, the importance of the service and the “magnitude” of the
action to solve the limitation.

Great limitations
Medium-sized limitations
Small or no limitations

Figure 11. The capacity situation in Skåne and Blekinge, 2011. Source: www.trafikverket.se

Future capacity situation
According to the capacity report, Hässleholm-Kristianstad will be Sweden’s most used
single-track section by 2015. Åstorp-Helsingborg will also be highly used.
The plan is to extend the Helsingborg-Kristianstad commuter trains to Karlshamn in 20132014, with a new stop at Fjälkinge. On the Blekinge kustbana, the distance between the
passing loops is greater than on Skånebanan, which will create some capacity problems.
According to the capacity report, Blekingetrafiken’s desire for an extension to Karlskrona
will be difficult to provide for without more passing loops.
In 2021, the most serious shortcomings after plans have been implemented will be the
Hässleholm-Kristianstad and Ramlösa-Åstorp sections.

Great limitations
Medium-sized limitations
Small or no limitations

Figure 12. The capacity situation in Skåne and Blekinge 2021 after planned measures.
Source: www.trafikverket.se
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Possible capacity improving measures on a single-track line
On a single-track line, it is primarily the distance between places where trains can pass one
another that dimensions the line’s capacity. The line’s dimensioning section is thus the
section where the trains have the longest time delay. The shorter the distance between the
passing loops on a single-track line, the greater the capacity.
Since most of Sweden’s railways are single-track, and this means that the infrastructure and
timetabling need to be adapted so that trains can pass. Compared with double track, single
track have a number of limitations, including greater interference sensitivity and less
timetabling flexibility. Since the future timetables are not known, timetable flexibility is a
key part of all new constructions and conversions.
Limitations for the freight trains can depend on the infrastructure and concern things like
weight per metre, axle load and gauge. The limitations may also concern the interplay
between service and infrastructure, e.g. the line’s capacity and the lengths of the passing
loops.
To increase the punctuality and robustness of the system, as well as infrastructure inputs,
the train companies also need to implement a number of measures. They concern things
such as investments in plant for vehicle maintenance and new investments in vehicles and
wagons and carriages.
Below follow a number of proposed measures, divided according to the four step principle,
which facilitate a capacity improvement on a single-track railway:
Step 2 measures
The Swedish Transport Administration has been tasked by the government to show how
track fees can be formulated as an economic instrument to bring about a more efficient
distribution of the capacity on the Swedish railway network. Thus far, it has been
ascertained that, apart from differentiating between the prices for capacity, the Swedish
Transport Administration needs to bring new economic instruments to the fee structure to
bring about efficient distribution and use of the capacity. Economic instruments refer to
charges (or, where appropriate, discounts on fees) for the use of capacity.
There are also other types of administrative instrument that are not linked to charges but
that still, when correctly applied, have the ability to free up capacity or lead to more
efficient usage. The instruments identified by the Swedish Transport Administration as
being important from a capacity point of view are things such as the development of
prioritisation criteria and the introduction of bottleneck plans.
Timetable optimisation comes under Step 2 measures. Optimising timetables increases the
possibility of creating timetabling for competitive freight trains while the passenger trains
can retain a rigid timetable. A rigid timetable means that the trains depart and arrive at the
same time, which is above all important from the passenger point of view.
The timetables should be adapted as far as possible so that trains meet at stations where the
trains are stopping for passengers to change in any case, and this would contribute towards
greater capacity.
The possibility of running longer trains can be seen as a Step 2 measure. Operating longer
trains on the lines would mean that the railway’s capacity were used more efficiently. That
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which primarily controls the option of running longer freight trains is the obstacle-free
length of the passing loop. Where the passing loop is shorter, it is not possible for two
longer freight trains to meet.
Step 3 measures
The possibility of running larger and heavier trains can be seen as a Step 2 measure until
physical measures (Step 3 measures) are required. The bearing capacity, i.e. the line’s
limitation as regards weight load capacity, is determined by several parameters. The
maximum permitted weight per metre (STVM) and the maximum permitted axle load
(STAX) are the most important. An increase in the maximum permitted weight per metre
means that wagons for transportation of heavy goods can be built shorter, and these are
normally lighter than long wagons. An increase in the weight per metre therefore means
that the share of payload in the trains can be increased. A weight of 6.4 tonnes per metre is
standard in Sweden. The maximum permitted axle load, which indicates how much each
wheel axle may impose on the track. In Sweden, the standard is 22.5 tonnes, but the
network is being gradually expanded to 25 tonnes to allow heavier freight trains to run.
Increasing the gauge to gauge C will facilitate the use of larger wagons and carriages. An
increase in gauge will lead to better competitiveness for the railway, partly through a
greater train weight for a given train length.
Speed increases permit shorter travel and transportation times. Speeds can be increased on
subsections where this is possible with minor line changes or by straightening curves.
Changing the switches also gives the option of greater speeds in diverging tracks.
On single-track lines, speed-increasing measures have an effect on the travel time in
discrete stages since the trains have to pass one another on passing loops. This means that a
measure must be powerful enough for the train meeting point to be moved from one station
to the next to affect the timetable. Even if the travel time is not shortened enough to move
the train meeting point, it may still be important in that the interference sensitivity is
reduced.
On either side of stations that have trains passing frequently, it would be desirable to
introduce intermediate block signals. New block signals give better conditions for trains
to be driven in convoy in one direction at a time.
The introduction of simultaneous entry on the passing loops. Simultaneous entry at one
station means that trains can pass one another faster than would otherwise be the case.
Simultaneous entry can often be introduced at existing stations for short trains without any
tracks needing to be built or extended. New passing loops that are built should on the other
hand be directly adapted for simultaneous entry for full-length trains.
Extension of existing passing loops so that they also accommodate the longest freight
trains is a step 3 measure that is important primarily to the freight trains.
Triple track passing loops. Triple passing loops are particularly important on lines where
large scale convoy driving takes place. On lines that run both fast and slow trains, the triple
track stations can be used to allow the trains to meet and pass by simultaneously. Such a
solution is particularly useful at stations where the passenger trains meet regularly. One
way of releasing capacity and facilitating additional freight trains is to design the passenger
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trains’ passing loop with three or more tracks so that freight trains can be passed by and
meet the passenger trains at the same time. Triple track passing loops are also important in
connection with disruptions. They then constitute options for taking out of service broken
down or severely delayed trains. An accepted rule of thumb is that roughly one in three
passing loops should be triple track.
Building new passing loops is the most powerful action. At the same time, it is also the
most expensive, although considerably cheaper than double track expansions. The distances
on the station sections of a single-track line should be symmetrical as far as possible. A
shorter station distance leads to an improvement in capacity and greater timetable
flexibility.
Greater line straightening/new line sections can often shorten the travel times for the
trains. New stations may arise or old stations may be scrapped. It can be a step 4 measure,
depending on the scope.
Step 4 measures
Step 4 measures involve new investments and more substantial conversion measures.
The weaknesses of the single track, with time-consuming meets where delays are caused to
the trains, can be remedied by passing loops that are often used for trains to pass one
another being extended to partial double track. A passing loop changes over to being a
partial double track when its length is sufficient to allow two trains to pass one another
without affecting one another’s signals and without the need to brake. Partial double track
should be at least 4-5 km for this to be possible. Lengthening the partial double track
reduces the risk of delays being spread among trains that are passing one another while also
increasing the timetable flexibility. The effect of partial double track is at its greatest when
there is a good level of punctuality.
The effects of a partial double track are fortified if the trains have a stoppage on the double
tracked section. This combination is the most effective if the ends of the double track are
positioned where the trains stop.
A full double track expansion leads to a marked increase in the line’s capacity. On double
track, the trains do not need to stop for one to pass the other. They can also meet without
delays being caused to the trains. This means that double tracked railways have high
capacity and low interference sensitivity. However, one condition for this is that the traffic
is as homogenous as possible.
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Traffic management analysis
This chapter gives an account of the method and results of the traffic management analysis
that has been implemented in this study. In the traffic management analysis, the whole of
the Helsingborg - Karlskrona section has been dealt with as three subsections: HelsingborgHässleholm, Hässleholm-Kristianstad and Kristianstad-Karlskrona. This division does not
change the objective of the freight trains operating on the whole of the HelsingborgKarlskrona section as one route.

Method
The traffic management analysis has resulted in a number of graphical timetables that have
been produced by simulating the train service by using the Open Track simulation tool.
The train types that have been used in the simulations are shown in the following table:
Train type

Train length [m]

Speed [km/h]

Commuter trains (X61)

2*75 =150

160

Öresundståg (X31)

2*79 =158

180

600

100

Freight trains (Rc4, 1000 tonnes)

Table 4. Train types used in the traffic management analysis. The commuter trains and
Öresund trains have been simulated as double train sets coupled together.
The freight trains’ 1000 tonne weight has been used for the whole section. The weight is
based on the maximum permitted weight for a single Rc locomotive on the Karlshamn Karlskrona section. During the simulations, tests were carried out to analyse the possibility
of operating heavier freight trains on the lines (see the following chapter).
All simulated train types are validated against the Swedish Transport Administration’s
travel time programme. The passenger trains have all been simulated as having a stoppage
time of 60 seconds to allow passengers to change.
Traffic management analyses of railway systems require knowledge of the timetable. Since
the future timetables are not known, a number of suppositions have been made regarding
the timetable to be able to obtain results. The suppositions are based largely on material
from Skånetrafiken’s 2037 Train Strategy.
Capacity calculations
The capacity consumed shows the amount of time for which a given railway section has
trains running on it. If a line is heavily utilised in relation to the maximum number of trains
that can operate on the section, a delay that has arisen can easily spread to other trains.
The time that it takes for a traffic management system to recover a delay depends on the
proximity of the theoretical capacity limit to the number of actual trains per unit of time.
The closer the theoretical capacity limit, the longer it takes to recover.
In normal cases, the capacity utilisation is calculated for the whole day or for the most
pressurised 2-hour period during the day (the peak hours). In the capacity calculations that
have been performed, the emphasis has been on calculating the capacity utilisation during
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the peak hours. This means that it is possible to find out whether it is reasonable to operate
the number of freight trains on the lines stated in the project objective when the lines are at
their maximum use as regards passenger trains.
An optimum capacity utilisation level weighs up quantity against quality. A capacity
utilisation of up to 80 % for peak hours generally speaking means that a forecast quantity of
trains leads to a balance between quantity and quality. For the day’s capacity, the system is
considered to be sensitive to interference already at levels of more than 60%.
Consumed capacity

Indication

0-60 %

Green

61-80 %

Yellow

81-100 %

Red

Comment
There is free capacity,
possible to run several trains
Balance between quality and
quantity
No free capacity and high
interference sensitivity

Table 5. Capacity utilisation, peak hours (two hours at maximum service).
The capacity consumed is a good measurement of how reasonable it is to operate a specific
quantity of trains on the lines without the system becoming too sensitive to interference.
Even if there is a possibility of finding timetable spots for all trains, there is a great risk of
the system having insufficient recovery capacity when the capacity utilisation is too high.
The calculations were performed in accordance with the Swedish Transport
Administration’s model for the calculation of line capacity (BVH 706 Beräkningshandledning). The method is in accordance with UIC 406 handbok kapacitet, Capacity
leaflet (2004).
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Timetable analysis
In the timetable analysis and the capacity calculations, passenger trains based on the
number of trains shown in the chapter called “Forecast passenger trains” has been assumed.
The timetable analysis was based on two scenarios for the freight trains, hourly traffic and
traffic every two hours. Different variations were studied for each scenario. For the every
two hours traffic, the variations differed depending on whether the freight trains operated
on the lines in odd or even hours.
The following abbreviations have been used to name the different alternatives:
Abbreviation
Hb-Hm, Hm-Cr, Cr-Ck

Explanation
The subsection referred to (Helsingborg-Hässleholm, HässleholmKristianstad or Kristianstad-Karlskrona)

Vg

Alternative - Traffic every two hours, freight trains

Tg

Alternative - Hourly traffic, freight trains

Fp

*Shifted commuter trains

-P

Non-commuter trains, Karlshamn-Karlskrona

1-2

Numbering, variations studied

Table 6. Abbreviations for the naming of alternatives
* Shifting the departure and arrival times of commuter trains in relation to the Öresund
trains leads to a different situation for when the passenger trains meet. The passenger trains
do not have a regular, half-hourly interval.
Additional scenarios have been produced, including long stoppage times for the freight
trains on some passing loops. These alternatives have not been examined in depth,
however, and are not shown. The following graphs show the proposed timetabled locations
for the freight trains that are considered to be the most suitable to operate on the whole
section as one route.
The graphical timetables state the time on the one axis and the section with stations on the
other axis. The trains are described as diagonal routes with transfer in terms of time and
space. Level route means that the trains have a stoppage for passengers to change or wait
for a connecting train.
Line colour

Train type

Lilac

Commuter train

Grey

Öresund train

Brown

Freight train

Table 7. Line colour for train types in the graphical timetables.
The measures required to implement the traffic in accordance with the timetable graphs are
shown and compiled in the chapter entitled “Action Description”.
Skånebanan, Helsingborg - Hässleholm
During the simulations done on Skånebanan, a number of measures were assumed to have
taken place on the line (see the Conditions chapter). A speed adaptation to a maximum 160
km per hour from today’s 130 km per hour means that the picture for when the passenger
trains meet changes somewhat in that the new passing loop at Ättekulla and the passing
loop at Finja can be used for timetabled passenger trains to pass one another.
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Alternative - Hb-Hm, Vg1
This alternative means that the freight trains operate on the section once every two hours
and in either direction. Freight trains meet at Kärreberga.

Figure 13. Graphical timetable, Helsingborg-Hässleholm, Alternative Hb-Hm,Vg1.
Alternative - Hb-Hm, Vg2
On this graph, the freight trains operate on the section once every two hours and in either
direction but, as opposed to before (Figure 13), the eastbound freight trains are shifted by
one hour. In this variation, the freight trains meet at the existing station in Tyringe.

Figure 14. Graphical timetable, Helsingborg-Hässleholm, Alternative Hb-Hm,Vg2.
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Alternative - Hb-Hm, Tg1
The alternative involves hourly trains with freight trains meeting at Påarp and Finja and on
a new passing loop that is needed between Klippan and Hyllstofta. The short passing loop
at Kvidinge is used for freight trains and passenger trains to meet, which means that the
passenger trains are controlled to use the diverging track.

Figure 15. Graphical timetable, Helsingborg-Hässleholm, Alternative Hb-Hm,Tg1.
Alternative – Hb-Hm, Tg2
In this variation, freight trains meet at Tyringe and Kvidinge. The passing loop at Kvidinge
doesn´t allow long freight trains to meet another and would therefore need to be extended.

Figure 16. Graphical timetable, Helsingborg-Hässleholm, Alternative Hb-Hm,Tg2.
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Skånebanan, Hässleholm – Kristianstad
Alternative – Hm-Cr, Vg1
With freight trains every two hours, there are two variations. One variation means that no
freight trains meet on the section (see Figure 17.1) and the other variation gives the freight
trains the same meeting situation as the hourly traffic that meet in Karpalund (see Figure
18).

Figure 17. Graphical timetable. Hässleholm-Kristianstad, Alternative Hm-Cr,Vg1.
Alternative – Hm-Cr, Tg1
This alternative involves hourly freight trains where freight trains meet in Karpalund.
The eastbound freight trains may meet both Öresund trains and Commuter trains at
Önnestad.

Figure 18. Graphical timetable Hässleholm-Kristianstad, Alternative Hm-Cr,Tg1.
Alternative – Hm-Cr, VgFp1
Freight trains every two hours with shifted commuter trains means that freight trains meet
at Kristianstad goods station.

Figure 19. Graphical timetable Hässleholm-Kristianstad, Alternative Hm-Cr, VgFp1.
Alternative – Hm-Cr, TgFp1
An additional alternative with hourly freight trains has been studied but where the
commuter train timetable has been shifted. This results in the passing points for the freight
trains being moved to Vinslöv and the passing loop in Önnestad being used for three-train
meets.

Figure 20. Graphical timetable Hässleholm-Kristianstad, Alternative Hm-Cr, TgFp1.
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Blekinge kustbana, Kristianstad – Karlskrona
In order for the Blekinge kustbana to be able to run half-hourly passenger trains all the way
to Karlskrona, a new passing loop is needed at Kallinge. In the following graphs, Kallinge
has been chosen since it has been a condition for the passenger trains. The half-hourly
passenger trains mean that the commuter train timetable east of Karlshamn has the very
narrow time margins.
Alternative –Cr-Ck, Vg1
With freight trains every two hours, the freight trains may end up meeting at Bromölla and
Ångsågsmossen. A three-train meet takes place at Sölvesborg and at Nättraby station where
a conversion to triple track station is needed.

Figure 21. Graphical timetable Kristianstad-Karlskrona, Alternative Cr-Ck, Vg1
Alternative –Cr-Ck, Vg2
With this variation, new passing loops are needed between Sölvesborg and Sandbäck and
Ronneby and Nättraby for freight trains to meet. As in the previous situation, it is necessary
to convert Nättraby to a triple track station to cope with a three-train meet.

Figure 22. Graphical timetable Kristianstad-Karlskrona, Alternative Cr-Ck, Vg2
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Alternative –Cr-Ck, Tg1
The alternative involves hourly freight trains. As well as at Bromölla and Ångsågsmossen,
freight trains also meet on new passing loops that are needed between Sölvesborg and
Sandbäck and Ronneby and Nättraby. A three-train meet at Sölvesborg and Nättraby where
a conversion to a triple track station is required.

Figure 23. Graphical timetable Kristianstad-Karlskrona, Alternative Cr-Ck, Tg1
Alternative –Cr-Ck, VgFp1
Freight trains every two hours with shifted commuter trains. The shifted commuter trains
means that a new passing loop is required between Nättraby and Karlskrona. Freight trains
meet on existing passing loops at Kristianstad goods station and Bräkne-Hoby.

Figure 24. Graphical timetable Kristianstad-Karlskrona, Alternative Cr-Ck, VgFp1
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Alternative –Cr-Ck, VgFp2
This graph shows a variation of the previous scenario. The places where the freight trains
meet have been moved to Sandbäck and Nättraby. A new passing loop is still needed
between Nättraby and Karlskrona for the passenger trains.

Figure 25. Graphical timetable, Kristianstad-Karlskrona, Alternative Cr-Ck, VgFp2
Alternative –Cr-Ck, TgFp1
The alternative that uses hourly freight trains and has shifted commuter trains. The freight
trains meet at Sandbäck, Bräkne-Hoby and Nättraby. This alternative also requires one
further passing loop between Nättraby and Karlskrona for passenger trains to meet.

Figure 26. . Graphical timetable Kristianstad-Karlskrona, Alternative Cr-Ck, TgFp1
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For the Kristianstad-Karlskrona section, additional scenarios have been studied where
commuter trains turn in Karlshamn instead of running all the way to Karlskrona. In these
scenarios, a passing loop at Kallinge was not required to implement the passenger trains.
Alternative –Cr-Ck, Vg-P1
In this alternative with freight trains every two hours, freight trains meet at Bromölla and
Ångsågsmossen. There is a three-train meet at Sölvesborg and Nättraby where conversion
to a triple track station is required.

Figure 27. Graphical timetable Kristianstad-Karlskrona, Alternative Cr-Ck, Vg-P1
Alternative –Cr-Ck, Vg-P2
In this variation with trains every two hours, a new passing loop between Sölvesborg and
Sandbäck is needed for freight trains to be able to meet. Freight trains will also meet at the
existing passing loop in Ronneby. There is a three-train meet at Sölvesborg and Nättraby
where conversion to a triple track station is required.

Figure 28. Graphical timetable Kristianstad-Karlskrona, Alternative Cr-Ck, Vg-P2
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Alternative –Cr-Ck, Tg-P1
The hourly traffic alternative means that the freight trains meet at Bromölla,
Ångsågsmossen and Ronneby and between Sölvesborg and Sandbäck where a new passing
loop is required. A three-train meet at Sölvesborg and Nättraby where conversion to triple
track station is required. The three-train meet in Nättraby can be avoided if the eastbound
freight train has a longer stopping time in Ronneby, which would instead mean meet freight
trains at Nättraby.

Figure 29. Graphical timetable Kristianstad-Karlskrona, Alternative Cr-Ck, Tg-P1
Alternative –Cr-Ck, VgFp-P1
With shifted commuter trains west of Karlshamn and freight trains running every two
hours, freight trains will meet at Sandbäck and Nättraby. A new passing loop is required at
Kallinge for freight trains and Öresund trains to meet.

Figure 30. Graphical timetable Kristianstad-Karlskrona, Alternative Cr-Ck, VgFp-P1
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Alternative –Cr-Ck, VgFp-P2
In a variation of the above scenario, the freight train meeting points are moved to
Kristianstad goods station and Bräkne-Hoby. With this variation, a new passing loop is also
required at Kallinge.

Figure 31. Graphical timetable Kristianstad-Karlskrona, Alternative Cr-Ck, VgFp-P2
Alternative –Cr-Ck, TgFp-P1
In this hourly traffic alternative, the freight trains end up meeting at Kristianstad goods
station, Sandbäck, Bräkne-Hoby and Nättraby. Here, a new passing loop is also needed at
Kallinge for freight trains and Öresund trains to meet.

Figure 32. Graphical timetable Kristianstad-Karlskrona, Alternative Cr-Ck, TgFp-P1
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In order to be able to have the option of running heavier freight trains, simulations have
been carried out using different freight train weights.
The results show that the slopes, primarily between Ronneby and Nättraby, are sufficiently
sharp and long to mean that the freight trains, with a single Rc locomotive, would find it
very difficult to operate on the line at a weight of 1400 tonnes. A freight train weight of
1600 tonnes would mean that the trains would not manage to accelerate after stopping at
either Ronneby or Nättraby.
One solution to be able to run heavier trains would be to couple together two locomotives
and thereby double the force.

Figure 33. Test using different freight train weights for eastbound freight trains between
Kristianstad and Karlskrona (level route means that the train cannot get going).

Figure 34. Test using different freight train weights for westbound freight trains between
Kristianstad and Karlskrona (level route means that the train cannot get going).
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Capacity utilisation
The following tables show the calculated capacity utilisation on each line during peak
hours. The trains’ travel times produced through the simulations were used in the capacity
calculations. The forecast passenger trains formed the basis for the type of passenger trains
and the number thereof.
The calculations are based on the quantity of freight trains stated in the project objectives,
i.e. one freight train per hour and in either direction or one freight train every two hours and
in either direction.
Skånebanan, Helsingborg – Hässleholm
The capacity calculations show that mainly the section between Klippan and Hyllstofta
would have a very high capacity utilisation if the line could run one freight train per hour
and in either direction.
Capacity utilisation, 1
freight train per hour
and in either direction

Capacity utilisation, 1
freight train every two
hours and in either

Helsingborg (Ramlösa)
Ättekulla

60

48

Påarp

54

43

Mörarp

67

54

Bjuv

62

50

Åstorp

78

63

Kärreberga

54

43

Kvidinge

56

45

Klippan

66

53

Hyllstofta

84

66

Perstorp

73

58

Västra Torup

71

56

Tyringe

67

54

Finja

69

55

Hässleholm

71

56

Table 8. Capacity utilisation between Helsingborg and Hässleholm during peak hours.
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Skånebanan, Hässleholm – Kristianstad
The calculations show that with an hourly freight train service, the capacity utilisation on
all subsections would exceed the level that is considered to be reasonable in relation to the
system’s interference sensitivity. Above all, the sections between Hässleholm and Attarp
and Vinslöv and Önnestad would become far too highly utilised.
Freight trains every two hours would reduce the capacity utilisation so that only the two
abovementioned subsections would end up with insufficient capacity.
Capacity utilisation, 1
freight train per hour and
direction

Capacity utilisation, 1 freight
train every two hours and in
either direction

Hässleholm
Attarp

101

85

Vinslöv

83

70

Önnestad

99

83

Karpalund

86

72

Kristianstad

90

75

Table 9. Capacity utilisation between Hässleholm and Kristianstad during peak hours.
Blekinge kustbana, Kristianstad – Karlskrona
The capacity calculations show that hourly freight trains on the Blekinge kustbana would
mean that all of the station sections would end up with a high capacity utilisation. It is
primarily the Sölvesborg-Sandbäck, Bräkne-Hoby - Ronneby, Ronneby - Nättraby and
Nättraby - Karlskrona sections that are very high utilised.
With freight trains every two hours, the level of utilisation falls markedly and several
subsections end up at an acceptable level.
Capacity utilisation, 1
freight train per hour
and direction

Capacity utilisation, 1 freight
train every two hours and in
either direction

Kristianstad (godsbangård)
Fjälkinge

89

71

Bromölla

99

79

Sölvesborg

91

74

Sandbäck

119

95

Mörrum

87

70

Karlshamn

97

79

Ångsågsmossen

96

78

Bräkne-Hoby

106

86

Ronneby

145

118

Nättraby

132

106

Karlskrona

137

112

Table 10. Capacity utilisation between Kristianstad and Karlskrona during peak hours. The
calculations are based on commuter trains along the whole of the section between
Kristianstad and Karlskrona.
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Trains on the Kust till kust-banan are not included in the calculations, which means that the
capacity utilisation on the section between Nättraby and Karlskrona would increase slightly
compared with that which is shown in the table.
The following table shows the capacity utilisation with the difference that in this scenario,
commuter trains turn at Karlshamn instead of Karlskrona.
Capacity utilisation 1
freight train per hour
and direction

Capacity utilisation 1 freight
train every two hours and in
either direction

Kristianstad (goods station)
Fjälkinge
Bromölla
Sölvesborg

Same as table 10

Sandbäck
Mörrum
Karlshamn
Ångsågsmossen

68

49

Bräkne-Hoby

74

54

Ronneby

99

72

Nättraby

93

67

Karlskrona

94

69

Table 11. Capacity utilisation between Kristianstad and Karlskrona during peak hours
Commuter trains on the section between Kristianstad and Karlshamn.
The capacity utilisation falls between Karlshamn and Karlskrona but, with hourly traffic,
the values are still high east of Bräkne-Hoby.
With freight trains every two hours, all subsections end up with a capacity utilisation of
below 80 % except for the Sölvesborg-Sandbäck section.
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Action description
This chapter describes general capacity-increasing measures on the lines and the measures
that are required to implement the train service in accordance with the different scenarios
and thereby fulfil the project objective.

General measures
Below follows an account of a number of measures that would generally improve the
capacity on the lines and thereby improve the system’s recovery capacity in connection
with disruptions. In order to achieve the project objectives, additional measures are required
as shown in the next chapter.
Timetable changes
The passenger trains on Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana are part of a complex
regional train system that includes a large share of the trains throughout southern Sweden
and Denmark. This leads to limitations regarding the options of changing the timetables and
means that analyses must be performed of the way in which the changes affect the
timetables of connecting lines.
One alternative that has been studied between Hässleholm and Karlskrona is the possibility
of shifting the commuter train timetable (studied alternative with Fp in the name). Shifting
the departure and arrival times of commuter trains by a few minutes in relation to the
Öresund trains leads to a different situation for when the passenger trains meet. The
disadvantage of this measure is that the passenger trains do not run every half an hour on
the Blekinge kustbana. However, this disadvantage is limited slightly because the
commuter trains and Öresund trains have different destinations in Skåne. One advantage is
that shifted commuter trains mean that a few more trains pass one another at stations where
the trains stop in any case to allow passengers to change, which is a capacity-increasing
factor.
One measure that could create different passing situations in the timetable is to depart from
the fixed commuter trains timetable. This would mean that a large quantity of alternative
scenarios could be produced. In the analysis, this possibility has not been studied in greater
depth because it was thought to be important to retain the rigid timetable.
Longer trains (extension of passing loops)
On Skånebanan, most of the passing loops are long enough to be able to handle the meeting
of long freight trains. In the timetable study, the passing loop at Kvidinge is used for where
freight trains meet in one of the scenarios. In this case, the passing loop would need to be
extended by a further 400-500 meter to cope with the meet.
On the Blekinge kustbana, all stations apart from Fjälkinge, Ångsågsmossen and Sandbäck
are too short to cope with the meeting of 650 meter-long freight trains. Table 12 states the
scenarios in which freight trains meet on short passing loops.
Even if long freight trains do not meet in the scenarios produced, an extension of short
passing loops may be beneficial to improve the timetable flexibility.Regarding the
passenger trains, it is possible to run longer trains that are also coupled to the platform
lengths. On the Blekinge kustbana, a number of platform extensions would be required to
be able to operate longer passenger trains on the line.
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Heavier and larger trains
One solution to be able to run heavier and/or larger trains is to upgrade both the lines to
gauge C with STAX 25 tonnes and STMV 8 tonnes per meter. An upgrade to STVM 8.0
tonnes per meter would generally take place at the same time as the upgrade to STAX 25
tonnes.
In order to be able to upgrade the lines, measurements of obstacles and adjustments of
obstacle-free points would be necessary. Heavier and larger trains may affect the bearing
capacity of the existing substructure and also the bearing capacity of existing bridges.
Geotechnical reinforcement measures may be required in areas that have poor bearing
capacity below ground. Older bridges may also need to be replaced.
The greatest problem with running heavier trains is on the Blekinge kustbana due to the
sharp slopes on the line (see Figures 33-34). The easiest measure to overcome these slopes
is to double-couple locomotives to the heavier freight trains.
Speed increases through track adjustments, straightening curves and switches
replacement
On Skånebanan between Helsingborg and Hässleholm, it is assumed that measures will
take place to optimise the geometry of the line and that the speed is being adapted to 160
km/h. Between Hässleholm and Kristianstad, there is an option of increasing the speed
through Vinslöv. Increasing the speed through Vinslöv would lead to a slight improvement
in capacity and recovery capacity.
A general speed increase to 160 km/h on the Blekinge kustbana would mean that curves
would need to be straightened. Speed increases would primarily benefit commuter trains
through an increase in the timetable margins. Regular half-hourly trains on the Blekinge
kustbana would mean that the Öresund trains and commuter trains would need to have
approximately the same travel times. However, commuter trains do have a larger number of
stoppages on the section, which means that the Öresund train travel times cannot be
optimised. A speed increase on the Blekinge kustbana that is not reasonable in relation to
the line’s current route and topography would be needed to be able to change situation with
regard to the meeting of passenger trains. A completely new line section, e.g. between Åryd
(Märserum) and Ronneby could involve a change to the timetable set-up.
Replacing the switches at a number of passing loops with signalling system adaptations
would permit greater speeds in and out of the diverging tracks, which would increase the
capacity.
Simultaneous entry for the passing loops
Simultaneous entry is a capacity-increasing measure that already exists on most passing
loops on Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana. Only the passing loop at Kvidinge and the
old part of Bromölla station currently do not have simultaneous entry. One possible
measure is therefore for these stations to be converted to facilitate simultaneous entry in
order to improve the capacity.
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Triple track passing loops
At several stations on both Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana, there is a possibility for
more than two trains to meet simultaneously (see table 1). If you follow the rule of thumb
where every third passing loop should be triple track, this means that there is primarily no
possibility for a three-train meet on the section between Klippan and Hässleholm. One
measure could therefore be to expand some of the passing loops on this section by one
additional track.
Intermediate block signals
Intermediate block signals are particularly important on either side of a station where a
three-train meet can occur, and thereby constitute a capacity-increasing factor. In the
scenarios where an expansion to triple passing loop is needed, e.g. in Nättraby, it is
recommended that the station sections on either side of the triple passing loop be
supplemented with intermediate block signals..
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Measures to achieve the project objective
This section shows the measures on Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana that are
considered to be directly crucial to be able to achieve the project objective with trains every
two hours or hourly freight train service on Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana. The
passenger trains that were a condition for the analysis are accounted for in the chapter
entitled “Passenger Trains Forecast”.
The following abbreviations have been used to name the different alternatives:
Abbreviation

Explanation

Hb-Hm, Hm-Cr, Cr-Ck

The subsection that refers to (Helsingborg-Hässleholm,
Hässleholm-Kristianstad or Kristianstad-Karlskrona)

Vg

Alternative - Traffic every two hours, freight trains

Tg

Alternative - Hourly traffic, freight trains

Fp

Shifted commuter trains

-P

Non-commuter trains, Karlshamn-Karlskrona

1-2

Numbering of variations studied

Table 12. Abbreviations for the naming of alternatives.
The following table compiles the measures that are necessary to be able to implement the
traffic in accordance with the timetable scenarios plus measures that are necessary to reduce
the capacity utilisation during peak hours to a level that is considered to be balanced.

Alternative

Measures that are required to be
able to implement the traffic in
accordance with the timetables

Proposed measures to reduce the
capacity utilisation to below 80 % for
the peak hours.

Hb-Hm, Vg1

-

-

Hb-Hm, Vg2

-

-

Hb-Hm, Tg1

Hb-Hm, Tg2

New passing loop, Klippan-Hyllstofta.

New passing loop, Klippan-Hyllstofta.

Kvidinge passing loop needs to be

New passing loop, Klippan-Hyllstofta.

extended for long freight trains to be
able to meet
New passing loop or partial double

Hm-Cr, Vg1

-

track between Hässleholm and Attarp
and Vinslöv and Önnestad.

Hm-Cr, Tg1

-

Double track expansion along the
whole section
New passing loop or partial double

Hm-Cr, VgFp1

-

track between Hässleholm and Attarp
and Vinslöv and Önnestad.

Hm-Cr, TgFp1

-

Double track expansion along the
whole section
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Cont.

Alternative

Cr-Ck, Vg1

Cr-Ck, Vg2

Measures that are required to be
able to implement the traffic in
accordance with the timetables

Proposed measures to reduce the
capacity utilisation to below 80 % for
the peak hours

New passing loop Bräkne-Hoby -

5 new passing loops (alternatively

Ronneby. Triple passing loop Nättraby.

double track)

New passing loop Sölvesborg -

5 new passing loops (alternatively

Sandbäck, Bräkne-Hoby - Ronneby and

double track)

Ronneby - Nättraby. Triple passing loop
Nättraby.

Cr-Ck, Tg1

New passing loop Sölvesborg-

11 new passing loops (alternatively

Sandbäck, Bräkne-Hoby- Ronneby and

double track)

Ronneby - Nättraby. Triple passing loop
Nättraby.

Cr-Ck, VgFp1
Cr-Ck, VgFp2
Cr-Ck, TgFp1
Cr-Ck, Vg-P1
Cr-Ck, Vg-P2
Cr-Ck, Tg-P1
Cr-Ck, VgFp-P1
Cr-Ck, VgFp-P2
Cr-Ck, TgFp-P1

New passing loop Bräkne-Hoby -

5 new passing loops (alternatively

Ronneby and Nättraby - Karlskrona

double track)

New passing loop Bräkne-Hoby -

5 new passing loops (alternatively

Ronneby and Nättraby - Karlskrona

double track)

New passing loop Bräkne-Hoby -

11 new passing loops (alternatively

Ronneby and Nättraby - Karlskrona

double track)

Triple passing loop Nättraby

New passing loop Sölvesborg Sandbäck

New passing loop Sölvesborg-

New passing loop Sölvesborg -

Sandbäck. Triple passing loop Nättraby

Sandbäck

New passing loop Sölvesborg-

9 new passing loops (alternatively

Sandbäck. Triple passing loop Nättraby

double track)

New passing loop Bräkne-Hoby -

New passing loop Sölvesborg -

Ronneby

Sandbäck

New passing loop Bräkne-Hoby -

New passing loop Sölvesborg -

Ronneby

Sandbäck

New passing loop Bräkne-Hoby -

9 new passing loops (alternatively

Ronneby

double track)

Table 13. Measures for each section and alternative.
Utifall godstågen som trafikerar banan har den dimensionerande längden på 650 m, krävs
en förlängning av ett antal mötesstationer på Blekinge kustbana för de olika alternativen, se
nedanstående tabell.
Alternative
Cr-Ck, Vg1

Passing loop where an extension is required for 650 meters-long freight
trains to meet
Bromölla

Cr-Ck, Vg2

-

Cr-Ck, Tg1

Bromölla

Cr-Ck, VgFp1

Bräkne-Hoby

Cr-Ck, VgFp2

Nättraby

Cr-Ck, TgFp1

Bräkne-Hoby, Nättraby

Cr-Ck, Vg-P1

Bromölla
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Cr-Ck, Vg-P2

Ronneby

Cr-Ck, Tg-P1

Bromölla, Ronneby

Cr-Ck, VgFp-P1

Nättraby

Cr-Ck, VgFp-P2

Bräkne-Hoby

Cr-Ck, TgFp-P1

Bräkne-Hoby, Nättraby

Table 14. Passing loops on the Blekinge kustbana that need to be extended for 650 m-long
freight trains to meet.
Skånebanan, Helsingborg – Hässleholm
No measures are required to be able to run half-hourly freight trains on the section based on
the conditions used.
The passing loop at Kvidinge needs to be extended in one of the timetable variations with
hourly freight trains to allow long freight trains to meet.
In the other variation with hourly freight trains, a new passing loop is needed between
Klippan and Hyllstofta.
In order to be able to keep the capacity utilisation below 80 % with hourly freight trains, the
same passing loop is needed between Klippan and Hyllstofta.
The passenger trains used in the timetable analysis are based on two passenger trains per
hour and in either direction between Helsingborg and Hässleholm. If the passenger trains
on the Helsingborg-Åstorp subsection are increased to three trains per hour, which is
indicated in Basic Forecast 2020, the capacity utilisation would exceed 80 % during peak
hours. This scenario advocates a complete double track expansion between Helsingborg
and Åstorp.
Skånebanan, Hässleholm – Kristianstad
No measures are required to be able to timetable the trains (see table 13).
One of the station sections that have maximum capacity utilisation in the different scenarios
is the Hässleholm-Attarp section. A new passing loop between Hässleholm and Attarp
would be a “close-up” station where the distance to Hässleholm would be relatively short
but where the passing loop would help to make it easier for the trains to come to and from
Hässleholm and thereby relieve the junction.
The Vinslöv-Önnestad section also ends up with a high capacity utilisation. One alternative
to a new passing loop between Vinslöv and Önnestad is an expansion to partial double
track. A partial double track between Vinslöv and Önnestad could be seen as an initial step
towards a full double track expansion between Hässleholm and Kristianstad.
The Karpalund-Kristianstad section has a slightly lower capacity utilisation than the above
but a short double track expansion out of Kristianstad would provide other positive effects.
The Capacity Study Hässleholm-Kristianstad, indicates that a double track would make it
easier among other things for the freight trains from the Blekinge kustbana to be able to
connect to Skånebanan further out west. According to the concept study, the double track
section would run up to the edge of an existing nature reserve (around 900 m-long double
track).
With hourly freight trains, a double track is needed all the way in order to keep the capacity
utilisation below 80 %.
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Blekinge kustbana, Kristianstad – Karlskrona
In order to be able to run commuter trains all the way to Karlskrona, a new passing loop
needs to be built on the section between Bräkne-Hoby and Ronneby, possibly at Kallinge.
In order to be able to timetable the trains with freight trains every two hours, at least one
new passing loop is needed between Bräkne-Hoby and Ronneby and either a triple passing
loop at Nättraby or a new Nättraby-Karlskrona passing loop.
With no commuter trains between Karlshamn and Karlskrona, a new passing loop between
Bräkne-Hoby and Ronneby or triple passing loop at Nättraby would suffice.
Hourly freight trains would require at least one new passing loop between Bräkne-Hoby
and Ronneby and between Nättraby and Karlskrona for it to be possible to timetable the
trains. With no commuter trains between Karlshamn and Karlskrona, only one new passing
loop would be needed between Bräkne-Hoby and Ronneby.
With freight trains every two hours, the capacity utilisation would be too high between
Sölvesborg and Sandbäck, Ångsågsmossen and Bräkne-Hoby, Bräkne-Hoby and Ronneby,
Ronneby and Nättraby and Nättraby and Karlskrona. A suitable measure would therefore be
for new passing loops to be built on all of these station sections. If the commuter trains
were to operate between Kristianstad and Karlshamn only, just one new passing loop would
be needed (between Sölvesborg and Sandbäck) with regard to capacity utilisation. Hourly
freight trains with commuter trains to Karlskrona would result in all sections of the line
having a very high capacity utilisation.
On the section between Nättraby and Karlskrona, coast to coast trains will run on the last
section from Gullberna to Karlskrona. The coast to coast trains are not included in the
capacity calculations, which means that the calculated capacity utilisation is not quite high
enough. The capacity could be improved by a new passing option for the trains, possibly at
Gullberna. It could if necessary be possible to utilise the track to Verkö to create a passing
option for trains on the Blekinge kustbana.
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Cost estimate
The following table shows a general cost estimate of the measures that are required to
achieve the project objective. Client costs are included in each cost. Price level according to
06/2011.

Measure

Cost

Comment

Extension of existing passing loops

18-26 MSEK*

Expansion with one track

Expansion to triple track passing loop

50-80 MSEK

On condition that the existing
switchgear can be used

New passing loop

55-90 MSEK

Partial double track/double track

45-65 TSEK
/meter

Expansion with one track

Table 15. Overview of costs. *Calculated for Kvidinge as an example with an expansion of
around 400 meters.
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The capacity situation at junctions
This chapter contains an explanation of that which controls the capacity at junctions, a
general description of the current capacity situation at the Hässleholm, Åstorp and Ramlösa
junctions and a description of Skånebanan’s connection to Södra Stambanan in a northerly
direction. In the current study, no analysis has been made of the capacity at destinations
such as the harbours at Blekinge or Helsingborg goods station.

Capacity at junctions
A railway junction is a place where two or more lines meet. The capacity at junctions where
several lines meet can be limited by a number of factors. Some of these are:





too few tracks at the station
frequently crossing train routes
need to change direction in some instances
too low a speed permitted for trains passing through

Junctions and larger stations are characterised by having several trains operating in parallel.
The capacity can be increased by removing the limiting factors by constructing more tracks,
flyovers or triangular track, or by increasing the permitted speed through the railway
station. However, smaller direct measures can often have a better effect or an adequate
effect at a lower cost. Instead of building very costly flyovers, for example, it may suffice
to ensure that there is one track between both of the tracks in a double track so that crossing
trains need cross only one track at a time.
At a point where two tracks become one, a train can normally continue only in the direction
of the track. If the train is to continue in completely the opposite direction on the other
track, the train must be stopped for the locomotive to be able to go from one end of a train
to the other and then continue in the new direction. Such a “loop” takes between 30 to 45
minutes to implement. If a triangular track is built instead, this avoids the manoeuvre. The
triangular track makes it possible for the train to choose its direction, north or south,
towards the new track.antingen norr eller söderut.

General description of the Ramlösa, Åstorp and Hässleholm junctions
Ramlösa
East of Ramlösa, trains cross where both Skånebanan and Rååbanan meet Västkustbanan.
The crossing trains have a negative impact on the capacity since a gap is needed on
Västkustbanan’s up and down tracks at the same time, and this takes capacity from both of
the tracks. If the train has to stop and wait for a gap, it blocks the trains behind it. This
sometimes means that all freight train departures in rush-hour traffic are delayed. To
achieve better punctuality, the Swedish Transport Administration is building a passing loop
at Ättekulla east of Ramlösa.
The new passing loop at Ättekulla improves the option of adapting Skånebanan’s traffic to
available paths on Västkustbanan and thereby also leads to fewer delays at the time of
disruptions to the traffic. This means that any subsequent meeting of trains in Påarp will be
less time-critical.
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Figure 35. Outline diagram of the problems at Ramlösa station and the connections to
Åstorp and Teckomatorp. Crossing trains are shown in orange. Source: North-West Skåne
System Analysis.
With the traffic that is assumed in the current feasibility study, no greater capacity problem
are expected to arise thanks to the new passing loop. However, disruptions and delays
cannot be precluded when trains are crossing. In the longer term where there may be
additional passenger and freight trains, it may be necessary to build a flyover (see the
proposal below).
A flyover could be a solution to reduce the crossing trains. The great height differences in
the area set strict requirements regarding the design.

Figure 36. Example of connections on different levels. In the area marked in yellow,
Skånebanan would cross Västkustbanan on a different level.
Åstorp
It is estimated that the tunnel through Hallandsås will be finished by 2015. The tunnel will
mean that a larger number of freight trains will run via Åstorp and the freight route through
Skåne instead of via Hässleholm and Södra Stambanan. In the study called Conversion of
Åstorp Railway Station, the number of freight trains that will operate on the freight route
through to Åstorp is estimated increase to around 35 per day.
One factor that affects the impact on Åstorp is the rate at which the capacity will be
extended on the freight route through Skåne.
In 2020, no commuter trains are expected to be turning in Åstorp. These will instead
continue to Klippan, which will improve the capacity of the railway station at Åstorp.
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The meeting of long freight trains on Skånebanan at Åstorp should be avoided because the
lengths of the passing loops are relatively short. Trains passing one another may otherwise
lead to additional tracks and switches being blocked.
A situation where long freight trains meet passenger trains on Skånebanan at the same time
as freight trains arrive via the freight route means that delays may arise due to blocked train
routes.
The capacity at Åstorp railway station is thought to be adequate for the planned traffic on
condition that:
-

Long freight trains do not pass one another at Åstorp railway station for the traffic
on Skånebanan.
Local freight wagons are not set up on railroad tracks.

To improve the possibility of handling railway traffic for local goods, supplementary track
connections can be arranged in the southern part of the railway station so that freight trains
can call at tracks 5 and 6 from Helsingborg.

Figure 37. Example of a conversion of Åstorp station to improve the handling of local
freight trains.
Hässleholm
Hässleholm is a very busy railway junction with three single-track lines that connect to
double-tracked Södra Stambanan. All lines are also used by both passenger and freight
trains. Both of Skånebanan’s connections to Helsingborg and Kristianstad constitute the
major points of conflict. The heavy traffic on Södra Stambanan and Skånebanan lead to
constant conflicts when Skånebanan’s trains are to cross Södra Stambanan’s double track.
Expanding the commuter train system would mean that there would be an increase in the
number of trains turning at Hässleholm.
The traffic that uses a great deal of capacity is the freight trains in relation to Skånebanan
eastwards and Södra Stambanan northwards. Turning the trains with associated locomotive
loops is time-consuming and means that the freight trains block several platforms in
connection with this turning.
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The following pages give a general idea of a number of examples of possible measures to
reduce the impact on Hässleholm railway station from the trains in relation to Skånebanan
eastwards and Södra Stambanan northwards.

Figure 38. Example of train movements at Hässleholm railway station. Green lines show
train movements between Skånebanan to Kristianstad and Södra Stambanan northwards.

Figure 39. Example of action. New track between the main tracks south of Hässleholm. The
tracks can be used as passing loops on the main line and for turning trains in relation to
Skånebanan eastwards and Södra Stambanan northwards. Green lines show freight train
movements between Skånebanan to Kristianstad and Södra Stambanan northwards.
In spring 2012, the Swedish Transport Administration is investigating the capacity situation
at Hässleholm C. This project studies things such as the possibility of a flyover and the
design of a track gate similar to the above measure (Figure 39).
An additional study in which planning work is ongoing is looking at the possibility of
constructing a maintenance depot north of Hässleholm. A depot would mean an increase in
the number of movements at the railway station. The pressure on Södra Stambanan may
increase slightly primarily due to trains crossing to and from the depot.
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Figure 40. Example of action. Triangular track between Skånebanan to Kristianstad and
Södra Stambanan/Markarydsbanan northwards.

Figure 41. Example of action. New connecting track south of Hässleholm between
Skånebanan to Kristianstad and Södra Stambanan northwards.
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Conclusions
Transport policy objectives
All measures shown help to fulfil the “Function Objective” transport policy by means of
proposed measures to improve the capacity on Skånebanan and the Blekinge kustbana.
Greater capacity will lead to a reduction in delays for both passenger and freight trains
which will help to improve availability.
All measures shown make a positive contribution to fulfilling the “Socially beneficial
objective” transport policy by improving conditions for a more energy efficient and safer
transport system.
Improving the capacity on the railway creates room to move transportation from road to
railway and strengthen the willingness of the goods companies and the possibility of
investing in rail transportation. Moving from road to rail transport may also help to improve
safety since the railway is a very safe type of transport.
An improvement in railway capacity may mean an increase in the number of trains. An
increase in the number of trains will lead to an increase in noise levels along the railway
and may in turn require measures to avoid exceeding the noise guidelines.
In the current feasibility study, no assessment has been made of the future need for
transport. A passenger trains forecast was on the other hand one of the conditions to be able
to implement the timetable analysis.

Overall assessment
Calculating the capacity utilisation on the lines gives an overall assessment of the
possibility of fulfilling the project objective. High capacity utilisation lowers the quality,
which may also mean that it becomes less of an attractive proposition to run freight trains
on the lines.
The train service can often also be timetabled if the capacity utilisation exceeds 80% at
peak hours, and this also takes place today. However, for the capacity utilisation to be at a
reasonable level where the traffic can be run without it being too sensitive to interference, a
number of Step 3 and 4 measures need to be executed on Skånebanan and the Blekinge
kustbana.
To be able to run more freight trains, measures are needed above all between Hässleholm
and Kristianstad and between Kristianstad and Karlshamn. If it is going to be possible to
extend the commuter trains to Karlskrona, a number of measures are also required between
Karlshamn and Karlskrona.
Each subsection gives an account of the recommended measures, either for traffic every
two hours or hourly traffic with freight trains, together with a rough cost estimate. The
costs of the measures do not cover any fortification of the electrical power system
Skånebanan, Helsingborg – Hässleholm
Based on the conditions stated, a freight train can be run every two hours without any direct
measures being required. The following proposed measures may in spite of everything be
suitable to increase the capacity on the line and increase the timetable flexibility.
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It is possible to run hourly freight trains on the Helsingborg-Hässleholm section without the
capacity utilisation becoming far too high on most station sections, but the following
measures are deemed to be necessary to be able to timetable the freight trains and fulfil the
capacity objective.
With hourly freight trains:



New Klippan-Hyllstofta passing loop, cost around 55-90 MSEK
Extension of the passing loop at Kvidinge, cost around 18-26 MSEK
Total cost of proposed measures: around 73-116 MSEK

If the commuter train system were to be extended between Helsingborg and Åstorp to 3
trains per hour and in either direction, additional measures would be required in order to
avoid having too substantial capacity problems. With this scenario, a full double track
expansion of this section is recommended.
Skånebanan, Hässleholm – Kristianstad
It has been possible to timetable all alternatives without any measures being required.
Due to the high capacity utilisation, the following measures are advocated in order to avoid
having traffic that is too sensitive to interference:
With freight trains every two hours:




New passing loop between Hässleholm and Attarp, cost around 55-90 MSEK
New passing loop between Vinslöv and Önnestad, cost around 55-90 MSEK
(alternatively - Partial double track between Vinslöv and Önnestad, cost around
315-455 MSEK)
Partial double track out of Kristianstad, cost around 41-60 MSEK
Total cost of the proposed measures: around 151-240 MSEK (with partial
Vinslöv-Önnestad double track: around 411-605 MSEK)

With hourly freight trains:
 Hässleholm-Kristianstad double track expansion: cost around 1305 MSEK - 1885
MSEK
Blekinge kustbana, Kristianstad – Karlskrona (commuter trains to Karlshamn)
The difference in the number of measures that are required with trains every two hours or
trains every hour is far greater on the Blekinge kustbana than on Skånebanan. Hourly
freight trains and commuter trains extended to Karlskrona would require a greater quantity
of measures.
Measures that are required to timetable the freight trains
With freight trains every two hours:
New passing loop Bräkne-Hoby - Ronneby, cost around 55-90 MSEK (alternatively triple
passing loop at Nättraby, cost around 50-80 MSEK).
With hourly freight trains:



New Sölvesborg-Sandbäck passing loop, cost around 55-90 MSEK
Triple passing loop at Nättraby, cost around 50-80 MSEK
Total cost: around 105-170 MSEK
If the commuter train system were to be shifted, only one passing loop would be needed
between Bräkne-Hoby and Ronneby, cost around 55-90 MSEK.
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Measures that are required to achieve the capacity objective of no more than 80% capacity
utilisation
With freight trains every two hours:


New Sölvesborg-Sandbäck passing loop, cost around 55-90 MSEK

With hourly freight trains:


9 new passing loops, cost around 495-810 MSEK

With a commuter train system extended to Karlshamn and freight trains every two hours, it
is therefore recommended that new passing loops be built between Bräkne-Hoby and
Ronneby (or triple passing loop at Nättraby) and between Sölvesborg and Sandbäck to be
able to timetable the trains and fulfil the capacity objective, total cost around 105-180
MSEK.
With a commuter train system extended to Karlshamn and hourly freight trains, it is
recommended that new passing loops be built on all of the 9 subsections where capacity
utilisation becomes very high. An alternative is a full double track expansion along the
whole section..
Blekinge kustbana, Kristianstad – Karlskrona (commuter trains to Karlskrona)
Measures that are required to timetable the freight trains
With freight trains every two hours:



New Bräkne-Hoby - Ronneby passing loop, cost around 55-90 MSEK
New Nättraby - Karlskrona passing loop, cost around 55-90 MSEK (alternatively
triple passing loop at Nättraby, cost around 50-80 MSEK)
Total cost of the proposed measures: around 105-180 MSEK

With hourly freight trains:





New Sölvesborg - Sandbäck passing loop, cost around 55-90 MSEK
New Bräkne-Hoby - Ronneby passing loop, cost around 55-90 MSEK
New Ronneby - Nättraby passing loop, cost around 55-90 MSEK
Triple passing loop at Nättraby, cost around 50-80 MSEK

Total cost of proposed measures: around 215-350 MSEK
With a shifted commuter train system, only two new passing loops would be required,
Bräkne-Hoby - Ronneby and Nättraby - Karlskrona, cost around 110-180 MSEK)
Measures that are required to achieve capacity the objective of no more than 80% capacity
utilisation
With freight trains every two hours:


5 new passing loops, cost around 275-450 MSEK

With hourly freight trains:


11 new passing loops, cost around 605-990 MSEK

With a commuter train system extended to Karlskrona and freight trains every two hours, it
is recommended that 5 new passing loops be built on the Sölvesborg - Sandbäck,
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Ångsågsmossen - Bräkne-Hoby, Bräkne-Hoby - Ronneby, Ronneby - Nättraby and
Nättraby - Karlskrona sections to be able to timetable the trains and fulfil the capacity
objective.
With a commuter train system extended to Karlshamn and hourly freight trains, it is
recommended that new passing loops be built on all subsections. One alternative is a full
double track expansion on the whole section.
As well as the above costs, there may be costs for the extension of existing passing loops.
Several existing passing loops are not long enough to enable long freight trains to pass one
another (see table 14). The costs of the extensions depend on the lengths of freight trains in
the future and the number of metres by which extension is needed at each station.
One additional cost that may arise if the number of trains is to increase is an improvement
in the electrical power system. According to the Swedish Transport Administration’s
capacity report, Investigation of capacity in the Swedish railway system– suggested
solutions for the years 2012-2021, the electrical power system needs to be fortified in
Skåne and Blekinge. With the current power supply as it is, possibilities of increasing the
freight trains on the Blekinge kustbana are limited.
Among the general capacity-improving measures, it is advocated that the timetables be
optimised to adapt train meets as far as possible to where the trains stop to allow passengers
to change.
Intermediate block signals are recommended on both sides of the triple track stations, e.g.
by the new passing loops at Önnestad and Fjälkinge.
Supplementing one of the stations between Klippan and Hässleholm with an additional
passing loop would help to improve the distribution between the triple track stations.
The station at Kvidinge ought to be equipped with simultaneous entry to increase the
capacity.
A conversion to be able to run heavier and larger trains would be possible but is completely
dependent upon the future development of the freight trains and these train types.
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